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LITERATURE

ROSER AMILLS

ASJA
A SINGLE DIRECTION LOVE
The story of Walter Benjamin’s impossible love
Asja Lacis, the Bolshevik not grateful to the philosophical
friends of Walter Benjamin, receives at Bertolt Brechs’s house
the unexpected news that Walter committed suicide fifteen
years earlier in Portbou while fleeing from the Nazis.
Invaded by pain she returns to Russia where she had been
imprisoned in a GULAG for ten years . On the long journey
back, she remembers how Walter Benjamin was, how she
behaved with him and the great love story that united them
from the first time they met in a market in Capri in 1924 until
their last conversation, years before suicide.

Fiction

She Will try to dispel the demons from her own guilt by not
being attentive to that great love when it crossed her path.

Spanish
312 pages
Published by
Comanegra, 2017
Translation Grats from
Institut d’Estudis
Balears

A novel based on real events about an intelligent and passionate
woman. Rebel, modern, intelligent, desirable, strange and
indomitable. We will enjoy the richness and depth of this pair of lucid
and self-destructive thinker, Asja and Walter. Free love, free thinking.
None emerged unscathed from the maze of the other.

Roser Amills
Roser Amills, Majorcan writer and journalist living in Barcelona. She
has been awarded both for her work as a writer and a journalist. Roser
has worked in various media as Catalunya Radio, RNE, TVE La 2 and
she coordinates a blog in La Vanguardia newspaper. Her publications
include poetry, essays and novels. Among books written by Roser are:
¡Me gusta el sexo! Las claves para la felicidad sexual, Vivir con serenidad, Las
1.001 fantasías eróticas, El ecuador de Ulises.

IGNACIO FERRANDO

THE STILLNESS
Héctor, an architect and college professor in his forties,
renctly started living with Ann, a young, attractive
student who invaded his life in the midst of a marriage
crisis.

Fiction
Spanish

Although it’s hard for him to admit, Héctor is still in love
with Julia, his exwife
While they were still together, they had initiated an
application to adop a clild in Russia, but they had pretty
much forgotten about the matter since their separation.
Now Julia is asking him to stay married for legal
purposes, and to accompany her to Western Russio to
meet Dimitri, The boy who has been assigned to them by
the adoption agency. This intial anecdote raises a moral
dilemma which the maibn Character seems unable to
accept, serving as the starting point to delve into an
exploration of the conflicts of paternity.

400 pages
Published by Tusquets, 2017
All rights available

The Stillnes is an honest, at times heart-rending, account of
the adoption process and how it affects the parents.

There are some writers who are committed to pushing the boundaries of fiction with narrative
works that are as astonishing as they are transgressive. Ignacio Ferrando is one of them.
A.J. UBERO, LA OPINIÓN DE MURCIA

Ignacio Ferrando
Ignacio Ferrando (Born in Asturias in 1972) is a writer and engineer.
He lives in Madrid, where he teaches at the Polytechnic University
and the School of Writers. He has won the most recognized awards
related to short stories, highlighting the 'Juan Rulfo' International
Award, the 'Gabriel Aresti' Award, the 'NH Mario Vargas Llosa', the
award narrative UNED, the 'piggy bank Oro' or the 'Ciudad de San
Sebastian', among others. Several of his stories have been translated
into English and German and have been selected in anthologies.
He has been rewarded with the prestigious Setenil Literary Prize for
La piel de los extraños (2013) and the Ojo Crítico Prize for Un
centímetro de mar (2011).

ÓSCAR SIPÁN

THE FRENCH GIRLFRIEND
OF HO CHI MINH
Postwar in all its crudity and its lyricism,
absinthe and exiles, disquieting contest
painters, love of a night and more than one life,
Count Dracula in hotels of passage, the
sensuality of the forbidden. The Annapurna
and the Bermuda Triangle; the photogenic of
evil. Pio Baroja and Ho Chi Minh.
The thrill of deving into stories in which we can
not help but feel protagonists. The universe of
Óscar Sipán in his most personal and refined
sample.
Short stories
Spanish
129 pages
Published by Ed. Limbo
Errante 2017
All rights available

Óscar Sipán is specially an observer of life, since
only the person who watchs is able to explain what
he sees and hears, because people must live to be
able to transmit life and feelings”.
Susana Hernández, Libros y Literatura (Blog)

Óscar Sipán
Born in Huesca (Spain) in 1974, Oscar Sipán is a writer
and founder of the independent literary publishing
house Tropo Editores. Rewarded with countless literary
prizes for his short-stories, the 2012 Getafe Negro award
and short-listed for the Silverio Cañada, Finalist in the
Hispano-American short story award: Gabriel García
Márquez for I wish I had Leonard Cohen’s voice to ask
you to leave. Sipán is one of the most remarkable
contemporary literary voices.

MARIO DE LOS SANTOS

AS NIGHT GOES BY
In the monastery of the Montepulciano order in
Zaragoza, several nuns have died in a short time. The
number of sisters is very decimated. Among them
stands a young nun, niece of the Superior. She entered
the convent after a schizophrenia attack in which she
killed her partner and her baby.
She is being
prostituted by her aunt. When the deaths continue to
occur and, despite being elderly, the mother superior
suspects that they are being poisoned and her niece to
find out what is the poison used. The young woman
seeks help in one of her clients, the only one who has
always been considerate and kind for her.

Fiction
Spanish
Published by Candaya,
November 2017
All Rights available

A choral novel in which nothing is what it seems at
the beginning, with a set of four characters at the
limit.

Mario de los Santos
Born in Saragosse in 1977, Mario de los Santos is PhD in
Chemistry and Researcher at the University of Saragosse,
Founder and Publishing Director of Tropo Editores, together with
Oscar Sipán. Both wrote, under the pen name Galgo Cabanas,
Dance at the ball, a novel that deserved the prestigious crime
literary award Getafe Negro in 2012 and was short-listed for the
Silverio Cañada Prize within the Semana Negra de Gijón. In 2008
he worte When your face was fog, short-listed for the Fundación
de Zaragaoza literary prize.

RAFA CAUNEDO

WHATERVER SHE SAYS
An emotional earthquake shakes the idyllic life of Santiago Tatay.
An unexpected clinical diagnosis will shock and affect to his
environment, his illness. ALS. Nobody will be alient to his life from
now on and all kinds of affective convulsions will be removed until
they are be ablle to get stabilised again. But he earthquake has
moved the board and the puzzle has been displaced. That happens
when they tell you that you have five years to live: parts cannot be
placed agin into the same point in which they were.
The main character of this story is called Santiago, unless he could
be any of us. No one is exempted from living the same story that the
author tells us int his novel: Whatever she says
Narrative
Spanish

344 pages
Published by Versatil, 2017
All Rights available

“He introduces us with elegance into the story, there
are no ups and downs, either surprises. He talks about
the illness and its consequences in a short and medium
term without omitting hte most important points.
Actually, he does not privide any irrelevant or morbid
explanations related to his illness, details that could
destroy the quality of the book that fortunately has
become.”

Rafael Caunedo
Rafael Caunedo, born in Madrid in 1966, is a writer, creative
writing teacher at the Carmen Posadas’ Workshop, editor at the
magazine Culturamas and decorator. He has published the novels:
Plan B (winner of The Atlantis "La Isla de las Letras" Awards" in
2009) and Helmut (2011). Both listed and recommended in
literature magazines.
He has over 5,000 followers on Facebook.

LUIS RIVERO

SEPHARDIC STORIES

Spanish
Short Stories
200 pages
Published by Mercurio- 2017
All rights available

The stories collected under the title Spehardic Stories are
placed in different historical temporal contexts, geographic
locations and narrative scenarios as disparate as their
characters and protagonists. They presuppose the existence
of a sefardizing nexus between them. They are almost
always subjects so identified or simply designated by names
and surnames that suggest their belonging to this ancestral
culture.
This reference as an identity mark not only includes those
who have preserved lineage, language, tradition, customs or
religion, but also the so-called anusim and those
descendants recognizable or not-dispersed in the diaspora
of memory is lost, or is not identifiable because it is ignored,
it is as if it did not exist. Such non-existence is contigent. It
can be perpetuated until by spontaneous generation it is
claimed by someone who rescues the memory.
This is the story of many criptosefardies and anusim
forgetful, and of the descendants of Jewish converts or new
Christians that ignore this linage.

Luis Rivero
Born in Gran Canaria. Degree in Law from the University of La
Laguna, Master in Law of the European Union by Carlos III of
Madrid and forme Lawyer. He practiced this profession for
almost twenty years. During this period, a peculiar path of inner
search and spitirual leanirg followed. In 2005 he moved to
Madrid and later lived in different parts of Wurope. In 2008 he
left he practice of law to dedicate himself – among other activities
– to the independent study and research of diverse subjects and
to literary creation. He currently lives in Italy.

BESTSELLER
WOMEN’S FICTION
FEEL GOOD

PAUL HARRISON

THE HARP HOUSE
DEATH HAS FORTY AND SEVEN SOUNDS. IF SOMEONE KNEW WELL,
THAT WAS GABRIELA.

Thriller
Spanish

FEBRUARY 2018
La Esfera de los Libros

Two ages. Two women. A house of Indians on the
outskirts of Mingoria (Avila). A Harps and a music
score hide-an-seek. Mia has a deep depression after a
love breakdown. Her family has just moved to a
beautiful house on the outskirts of Mingoria, a smoll
town near Avila. The discovery of a brooch in the form
of a harp leads her to discover a basament hidden in
the garden. Inside there is an ancient harp with cut
ropes and an enigmantic hadwritten score. The curious
soul of Mia will push her to begin an investigation into
the past of the house that will lead the reader to
discover the facts that ocurred in 1900 when Faustino
Abad, an Indian who has lost his estate in Cuba,
returns to Spain with Gabriela, stepdaughter.
Teh Machiavellian plan that Faustino has prepared will
force Gabriela, incapacitated for social realtions, to
hide a terrible confession in a musical score composed
by herself.

THE STRENGTH OF MUSIC,
FRIENDSHIP AND LOVE AGAINST
EVIL

Paul Harrison
Born in France, he is the son of one member of the British team devoted to
create the supersonic airplane Concorde and of Spanish piano player. In
1987 he satarted studying music. En 2009 he created his own music school
with a personal teaching method.
The House of the Harps is his first novel.
The literary and commercial quality of the novel convinced the Spanish
publisher La Esfera de los Libros to acquire their rights before their
writing was finished

CARLA GRACIA

SEVEN DAYS OF GRACE
In April 1870, a social revolt broke out in Gracia.
For a week, the chief oﬃcer of the principality of
Catalonia, Eugenio de Gaminde, besieged the
village and bombed it until devastation. During the
revolution, a woman became the voice of the
resistance and encouraged it ringing the bell of the
clock tower of Gracia. Through these seven days of
battle we will discover this woman’s life and
secrets.
I combat the oblivion of things for which we have had to
fight.
CARLA GRACIA

Carla Gracia has written an exciting novel which tells what
Up-Market, Women’s Fiction
Catalan
Pages: 380
Rights sold:
- Catalan: Rosa Dels Vents (Penguin
Random House), 2014
- Spanish: Grijalbo (Penguin Random
House), 2014
- Italian: Salani Editore (Mauri
Spagnol), 2014
- Polish: WAB (GW Foksal), 2014

happened in the neighborhood of Gracia (Barcelona) during
the firsts days of April in 1870, when people rose up against
the military levies ordered by General Prim.
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE PRESS KIT.
A novel which reminds us the importance of preserving
historical memory.
COMUNICADORESAMBGRACIA BLOG

Carla Gràcia Mercadé
Born in Barcelona in 1980, Carla Gracia Mercadé is a journalist,
MBA graduated, Ethics in Business specialist and novelist.
Editor at D+ Magazine , Press Director at Rosa Clarà and Nestlé,
she currently leads a radio program in Radio Estel and is a
researcher of Applied Ethics at the Ramon Llull University.

EDUARDO JÁUREGUI

CONVERSATIONS WITH MY CAT
EDUAREDUA

Sara feels trapped in a job she doesn’t like in a foreign city.
Lately, things are not what they were with her husband.
And to top it off, she is about to turn forty.

On her birthday, she discovers that her husband has been
betraying her with a younger girl in the office. Her life is
turned upside down, she feels that all his dreams have
faded. Amaya goes into depression and seeks sick leave for
psychological reasons. She spends all day at home alone,
and begins to consume a startling amount of Kleenex and
soap operas and chocolate muffins.

Women’s Fiction
Spanish
Ediciones B, 2014
Pages: 320
Rights sold:
• Spanish World: Ediciones B
• French: Presses de la cité
• German: Thiele
• Italian: Salani
• Korean: Dasam Books
• Polish: Prószynski Media
• Portuguese: Presença
•Turkey: Yur Kitap
•Norway: Cappelen Damm
•China: Rightol
•Bulgaria: Hermes

Then a cat appears in her life. The animal begins to hang
around outside her house, and Amaya begins to hear a
voice in her head telling her, in feline tone: "Open the
window." Amaya begins to worry that her mental health is
worsening, and tries to ignore the cat and the increasingly
insistent voice, even insolent. But finally, one morning, she
decides to open the window.
From that moment on Amaya develops a curious
relationship with "Sybil". The cat laughs at human
problems, and humans in general, which considers clueless
monkeys obsessed with watches, the opinions of others,
appearance and their preconceived schemes of how life
should be.

20,000 copies sold in France

Eduardo Jáuregui
Eduardo Jáuregui is professor of psychology at Saint Louis
University (Madrid campus) and author of the fable for adults
Humans on Trial (RBA Integral), which has sold more than 10,000
copies and has been adapted for the theater company Onira Theatre.
He has published three popular books on positive psychology: The
sense of humor, instruction manual (RBA Integral), High Fun (Alienta,
together with Jesus Damian Fernandez) and Love and humor (RBA
Integral). He has authored more than 50 articles in media such as
Integral, Healthy Mind, Bliss and El Mundo, and scripts for short
films (one of them, White or Black, who won a BAFTA for best
short film in 1991), and the webseries Centralman.

EDUARDO JÁUREGUI

TEACHING YOGA IN SICILY
EDUAREDUA

Elisa Bauer wants a change in her life. Her stressful job in
Frankfurt doesn’t satisfy her. She never seems able to settle
down with the right man. The only respite from her
problems, these days, comes from her yoga classes.

Suddenly, she receives an unexpected inheritance from a
distant Italian relative: a beachfront house in the small
Sicilian town of Santa Caterina. Elisa decides to quit her job
in Frankfurt and move to Sicily for a year, to refurbish the
house for its sale. In the meanwhile, she will take a rest from
her stressful lifestyle and try to find a new professional
direction. However, things will not turn out as she planned.

Women’s Fiction
Spanish
Ediciones B, 2015
Pages: 384
Rights sold:
• Spanish World: Ediciones B
• French: Prisma Editions
•Bulgaria: Hermes

She will be practically forced to become the only yoga
teacher in the entire area. She will fall in love with the
island, with its pessimistic yet cheerful people, its ancient
and modern ruins, its maritime and volcanic energies. She
will fall in love, also, with the wrong man. And she will find
herself embroiled in shady dealings which are not spoken of
in the Bhagavad Gita.

Eduardo Jáuregui
Eduardo Jáuregui is professor of psychology at Saint Louis
University (Madrid campus) and author of the fable for adults
Humans on Trial (RBA Integral), which has sold more than 10,000
copies and has been adapted for the theater company Onira Theatre.
He has published three popular books on positive psychology: The
sense of humor, instruction manual (RBA Integral), High Fun (Alienta,
together with Jesus Damian Fernandez) and Love and humor (RBA
Integral). He has authored more than 50 articles in media such as
Integral, Healthy Mind, Bliss and El Mundo, and scripts for short
films (one of them, White or Black, who won a BAFTA for best
short film in 1991), and the webseries Centralman.

PRIYA KUMAR

THE CALLING: FIND THE REAL YOU
EDUAREDUA

The Calling is a spiritual adventure. It is an encounter with
the truth, the wisdom and the force that is innate to us all.
At the brink of a divorce and personal breakdown, Arjun
took a trip into the heart of the Himalayas, on the insistence
of a sadhu, who predicted that the journey up to Hemkund
Sahib would align him to his purpose and change his life
forever.

At every turn the mountains holds secrets and tests that
urge Arjun to evolve into the person he had denied to be –
himself. Pretenses, falsities, confusions and untruths fall
apart as Arjun is forced to confront the mess he had created
in his life.
Inspirational Fiction
English
Books that Inspire, 2016
Pages: 166
Rights sold:
• Spanish World: La Esfera
• French: Hugo et Cie.
• Greece
•Turkey
•Indonesia

What started off as an opportunity to escape reality, turned
out to be an opportunity to escape from the dwindling
spiral of self-created misery. Filled with spiritual insights
and sprinkled with light humor, this story will help you
find your calling, your voice and who knows, even your
true self.

Priya Kumar
Priya Kumar is an Indian motivational speaker, corporate trainer,
columnist, radio jockey and author. She has authored nine books,
out of which three are non fiction and six are fiction. Her style of
writing is very versatile, where she has authored four inspirational
fiction books, she has penned a book of original quotes, written two
biographies and a non fiction tale of her adventures with the
shamans, in the Netherlands.
In recognition of her work, she has won a total of 13 International
Awards, which includes the Eric Hoffer International Book Award
and the Evergreen Medal, along with several National Accolades. In
2017, Priya Kumar won the Speaking Tree Good Karma Award.

GUIDO MINA DI SOSPIRO

THE STORY OF YEW

EDUAREDUA

A tree that had seen a thousand winters before the Vikings
came to America tells the stories of what she and her
fellow trees have seen in their lives.
"Like the classic Watership Down it provokes the
imagination as well as the emotions ... hard to resist." —
The Sunday Tribune

Eco Fiction
English
Findhorn Press, 2001
Pages: 166
Rights sold:
• Spanish World: Roca
•Greece
•Turkey
• Bulgaria
•Korea

The Story of Yew is just that–the story of a yew tree. A
two-thousand-year-old specimen relates its memoirs for
the benefit of the human race. The narrative is in the first
person simply because the storyteller is the yew itself.
Only by lending an unbiased ear can one appreciate the
words spoken by the yew tree. It follows that the kind
listeners should put aside their assumptions on the
superiority of the human race.
Legend has it that before the construction of the heavenreaching tower of Babel there was but one language.—
Guido Mina di Sospiro

Guido Mina di Sospiro
Guido Mina di Sospiro belongs to an ancient Italian
aristocratic family and was raised in Milan in a
multilingual home. Since the 1980s he has been living in
the United States, first in Los Angeles, then in Miami,
currently near Washington, D.C. He was educated at the
University of Pavia, and later at the USC School of
Cinema-Television, now known as the School of
Cinematic Arts, at The University of Southern California.
Mina di Sospiro is an award-winning, internationally
published novelist and author of narrative nonfiction.
His books are published around the world, and he also
contributes essays to several web-magazines.

MARTA QUEROL

TRILOGY: THE PHOENIX’S END,
ELENA’S WARS AND ME, THAT LOVE
YOU SO MUCH
Lucía, an eleven years old girl starts to tell a story of her
familly. A daughter of a broken marriage in times when
there was no divorce, becomes – reluctantly – a
bargaining chip for her parents and in a greatest threat to
the interests of an ambitious woman who will not stop at
nothing to achieve her goal. Through disturbing buisness
intrigue and family betrayals “Me, who love you so
much” is a deep and realistic analysis on family
relationships, guilt, emotional blackmail and toxicity of
wrongly understood love. A novel without concessions,
with a fast pace and an elegant and careful prose, tht
takes us through the fascinating and turbulent period of
80` in Spain.

Amazon
456 pages
2017

The novel is also an emotional tribute of a daughter to her
feisty mother who loved her so much that she tortured
her by not knowing how to love.
The story is like a puzzle that began in El final del ave fenix
and continued in Las guerras de Elena.

Marta Querol
Marta Querol was born in Valencia (Spain). She is an economist
specialised in engineering and quality managment. After twenty
years in the companies field, an emotional shock makes her realize
that literature is her real vocation. Phoenix end, her first novel,
becomes one of the finalists of Planeta’s Prize 2007. In 2012 it appears
in ebook format and remains as the number one in Amazon sales
during several months. In the same year Ediciones B publishes it in
pocket format. Her second novel Elena’s wars (Ediciones B) is
published in January 2014. Both have been well recieved by readers
and have been subjected of countless reviews in blogs and
specialised forums. Her last work, I love you so, closes the familiar
saga that started with Phoenix end. She also cooperates in short
stories anthologies such as Ilusionaria or Legends from the deep cavern.

NATALIA KALININA

SEVEN HIDDEN SOULS
Ada is 30 years old independent businesswoman with a
strong character. She spent her childhood in an
orphanage located in the former mansion of a noble
family: The Boyarissnikov.

Women’s Fiction, Thriller,
Esoteric
Russian
Pages:

283

Eksmo 2014

One day she gets a call form Vladimir, her friend from
orphanage. Fifteen years ago a terrible event marked her
life: she witnessed the death of one of her companions
who escaped one night, along with another children from
the building. Shocked Ada lost her memory that moment.
Now Vladimir informs her that the other children, who
had witnessed the girls death, also died, apparently
committed suicide, but he think that someone killed
them. Him and Ada are now in danger. Vladimir asks her
to try to remember who killed their friend that night.
Only this information can save them.
Investigating the history of the orphanate they discover
that the second whife of Petr Boyarishnikov lieved there,
a French woman who had a strange hobby to make
horrible wax dolls.

Natalia Kalinina
She was born in Russia, holds a degree in Biology and Chemistry
and currently lives in Barcelona.
Her novels have become a reference for new authors in Russia,
being the pioneer of a new genre that mixes the romantic thriller,
literary fiction and esotericism.
Natalia Kalinina has published with Eksmo more than 20 novels,
still being reprinted. and sold about 400.000 copies..

THRILLER, NOIR

PERE CERVANTES

THREE MINUTES OF COLOR

Thriller
Spanish
400 pages
Alreves 2017
•

•

Finalist Tormo Negro
Award of Casas
Ahorcadas de Cuenca
Festival 2018
Finalist to Cartagena
Negra Award 2018

Coque Brox is a chief detective in the missing people
department in the Spanish National Police. He lost
his seven years old daughter and his marriage. He
lives with a medical examiner addicted to online
role games. This Story starts when officer Palma, his
friend, disappears after a violent situation in which
Brox is shot and since then he has an eyes condition
called “acromatopsy”: he sees everything in black
and white.
His chief doesn’t want him to follow this
investigation but he will go on looking for clues,
sometimes acting out of law. A 65 years old hacker
will help him to understand the relationship
between a pederast organization in internet and
Palm`s disappearance. Jalil, the Arabic interpreter of
the Police will help him too.
After Raymond Moody’s LIFE AFTER DEATH was
published there has been an increasing interest in Near
Death Experiences. The great mystery of all is to
discover if there is something after death.

Pere Cervantes
Pere Cervantes, was born in Barcelona in 1971. He studied Low
and he is a policeman since 1991. He worked as UN peace
observer in Kosovo and for the UE in Bosnia.
Now he is responsible of technologic crime in the Spanish
police.
In 2013 he published Rompeolas with Talentura Libros. Then he
published No nos dejan ser niños and La mirada de Chapman with
Ediciones B.

PERE CERVANTES

BLOWS
Alfa's story is based on real events. This is the story
of a man who, after sleeping 444 nights in a Catalan
prison, decides to visit the author of this novel. "I'm
not innocent, but there's a big difference between
being a criminal or being a guy who commits
crimes." It took many meetings and pacts between
gentlemen to get Alfa to reveal the ins and outs of a
life of drug trafficking, to become the center of the
universe of women he loves, and to ride with a
borrowed motorcycle in search of that freedom that
he needs to keep breathing. Alfa is an unfinished
boxer, an intermittent lover, a combat strategist.

Thriller
Spanish
192 pages
Alreves 2018
•

Letras del
Mediterraneo Award
2018

When he regains his freedom, he only has a
strangled payroll that barely reaches 800 euros and
an average of judicial waiting of 6 years until he
receives the final sentence. Alfa has not been
instructed to be poor. When someone proposes him
to start a new life seizing 50 kilos of cocaine, Alfa
does not think about it. In the past he was the Wolf
of Montjuïch and his name was venerated under the
nicotine skies of the enclosures that saw him fight.
Alfa lives life as an endless battle. And his way of
scape is boxing. And without anyone in the corner,
the fight is lost.

Pere Cervantes
Pere Cervantes, was born in Barcelona in 1971. He studied Low
and he is a policeman since 1991. He worked as UN peace
observer in Kosovo and for the UE in Bosnia.
Now he is responsible of technologic crime in the Spanish
police.
In 2013 he published Rompeolas with Talentura Libros. Then he
published No nos dejan ser niños and La mirada de Chapman with
Ediciones B.

SUSANA HERNÁNDEZ

BAD DECISIONS
Everything had been calculated perfectly, and, in principle,
nothing could fail.
In the middle of the fog and darkness of a small place near Vic,
Axel Badia, The first-born of one of the most powerful families of
the region, and Lisa, his wife, with a turbulent past, decide to play
a trick to the younger bother and heir of the clan: kidnapping, but
it is also a deep analysis of disturbing, traumatic and sick feelings
that will determine the destiny of a whole family.
Take it hard, because the story often hides unexpected turns.

Thriller
Catalan
200 pages
Editorial Alrevés 2017.

Finalist of Cubelles Noir
Award

“Wow, wow, wow, wow. We have a brief, intensive novel,
well written and locked pace, dark as the night and also
an undisputed “gray asphalt”.
Anna María Vilallonga. Writer and Teacher in Barcelona
University.

Translation Grants from
Institut Ramon Llull

Susana Hernández
Susana Hernández studied Image and Sound, Social Integration,
Private Investigation and Psychology. She has worked in various
media as a music critic and sports writer, as well as a radio announcer.
She is the author of: The red House (Prize City of San Adrián 2005) The
whore who read Jack Kerouac, Dangeruous Curves, Against the ropes (Best
novel at Festival Valencia Negra 2013 and winner of the prize for the
best black novel in the Cubelles Noir Festival , finalist for the best
novel in Tenerife Noir 2016, Salamanca Black 2016 and Novelpol
Awards 2016).

XAVIER ALVAREZ-LLABERIA

DO NOT LEAVE WHEN THE TRAIL IS
STILL HOT
An addictive thriller that portrays the terrifying face of an
inhospitable Barcelona. The literary debut of Xavier Alvarez
Llaberia, active young policeman in the Catalan regional police.
The work is a revealing approach to the bloody reality of the
hidden violence that surrounds us. During the economic crisis,
Barcelona became the scene of a sinister puzzle: a network of
child trafficking with different destinies.

Thriller
Catalan
368 pages
Ara Llibres, 2016

A soldier of the war in the Balkans with nightmares and remorse,
a prostitute whom everyone calls the Russian, a former police
officer who became a mercenary, a ruthless Bulgarian king of the
underworld, a very tenacious policewoman and three missing
children, one of them the son of a Mexican drug trafficker with
more appreciation for money than for life, are the protagonists of
a thrilling novel that runs through the dark streets of Barcelona
leaving a trail of blood, pain and death.

Translation Grats from
Institut Ramon Llull

Xavier Álvarez-Llaberia
Xavier Alvarez Llaberia is a policeman in the Catalan regional
police and professor of criminology in Barcelona University.
He has completed several postgraduate courses on criminal
profiling and psychologic research. Its entry into literature was in
2013, when he won two literary contests. He has written several
manuals and this is his first novel.

LLUC OLIVERAS

MORE HARD WILL BE THE FALL
Liliana, a girl born in one of the poorest communities in
South America, decides to enter the world of “hired
killers” to avenge the death of the brother. Trained by one
of the most powerful cartels in Colombia, she will become
the deadkiest executioner of Capo Castillejos, leader of the
Northern Cartel, who remains in constant struggle with
the South Cartel for control of American and European
drug trafficking.

Thriller
Spanish
240 pages
Ediciones B Mexico, 2017.

Franz, a relentless Spanish journalist, will enter the
criminal network of Galil, one of the most sought after
international arms traffickers on the planet, to get the story
taht will help him win the Pulitzer Price.
All of them will be intermingled in an international plot
that will take them from Suth America to Prague, Egypt
and Spain, with a single intention to carry their objectives
to the final consequences.

Lluc Oliveras
Lluc Oliveras, Barcelona 1977, is a writer, screen writer and
music composer. In 2012 he directed a TV show about Gaudi
and the Sagrada Familia.
He is the author of several novels: Mi vida en juego, Confesiones
de un gangster en Barcelona and El olor de los cerezos en diciembre.

JUAN LUIS MARIN

THE IMPERTINENT SUICIDE
IMAGINE YOU RECEIVE A LETTER.
IMAGINE THAT THE AUTHOR OF THAT LETTER KNOWS
YOU BETTER THAN YOU THINK. MUCH BETTER.
AND THAT HE IS GOING TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE
FOREVER.
YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO DO NOTHING TO PREVENT
HIM.
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.
This is the beginning of a nightmare that will lead the
protagonist of this novel over sanity in a travel where past and
present create a black future, as dark as the secret he has kept
for seventeen years. A secret that he shares with someone who,
even after death, will do everything to unveil it. Without
caring who will die on the way.

Thriller
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Versátil 2017

A very original thriller. A cruel portrait of our society.

Juan Luis Marín
Born in Madrid, he is licensed in Journalism and a
Universitary Specialist in Screenplays. He has participated in
TV shows as Supervivientes, Big Brother and Mujeres, hombres y
viceversa as director, subdirector and screenwriter. He also
directed and presented several TV and radio, film critics for
magazines like Travelling, Doble Cero or 40 Magazine and
collaborated in the design of the Nicaragua government's
campaign Para la Juventud, in collaboration with INJUVE,
ILO and the UN. Currently he develops formats for a major
TV producer.

FERNANDO RIQUELME

THE INMORALS
Ernesto Aguilar, a 50-year old journalist, is the victim of a
conspiracy, which is trying to place him as the only
suspect of a murder. The reason why is the publication of
his book The Immorals in which he divulgates the
practices of a private and exclusive club called ‘The Red
Orchidea’. To be admitted in, a secret must be told to the
members. Ernesto’s book reveals these compromising
secrets. A heartless revenge will threat him. Looking for
help, he will asks for support to his best friend, Roberto,
who also participates in this vendetta.

Literature
Spanish
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Sepha, 2013

Fernando Riquelme
Born in Barcelona in 1952, Fernando Riquelme is a writer and
economist, winner of the Qué Leer-Volkswagen Award in 2008 for
Paradise Was a Song, with 50,000 copies sold. In 1997 he won the
Institució Catalana de les Lletres Award for the script The
Unknown. He has also worked as a radio conductor of a poetry
radio program in Radio Ciutat Vella. He founded with Joan Brossa
Set i Mig magazine and directed the theatre shows “Mondays at
Teatreneu” of the Treatreneu theater.

JOSEP CAMPS

THE BROKEN MELODY
John Lennon said that "what's good about rock and roll, is
that it is real, and the real things reach the people."
Eutiquio Mercado, known as Tiki, is mosso d'Esquadra,
ex-drug addict, incorruptible and real: as real as rock and
roll, the music he's passionate about and that defines not
only his character, but also his person.
Sergeant Mercado will be in charge of the death
investigation of Guillermo Catalan Canals –a wealthy
businessman with important political and social
connections–, on the same day that Elvira Sangenís was
assigned as his new partner.
Thriller
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Canals’ corpse was found under suspicious circumstances
in the sauna of his golf club. But it’s more than just a
murder, as it is just becoming a huge and surprising plot
of urban corruption and presents us several questions:
Are we leading actors or mere observers of what is
happening around us? Are we mere puppets of the
system? Does power give exclusive rights?

Josep Camps
Josep Camps was born in Barcelona in 1964. He is currently
developing his professional career in the world of marketing and
sales. He specializes in e-business organizations and sales force
management for high performance. He has published the essay : The
comercial. Essential keys for success in selling (ESIC Editorial, 2010)
The Broken Melody is his first fiction novel, which starts the saga of
Sergeant Eutiquio Mercado.

MEMOIR

ANNABEL ARCOS RUIZ

CANCER: YES I CAN
I lost my family, I mean, on the road. At 23 I decided what to put
in the coffins of Manoli, Andres, and Eva, my parents and sister.
A cross or a dove? I made a family. I divorced. A few months
later I found four lumps in my brast. Chemo, pricking, radical
mastectomy, radiotherapy, rahbilitation. Waiting list.
Now I tell you the other way round. At 35, I enjoy my singleness.
I grew up in a family that read me stories every nights, loaded
with values, love and Sunday movies or books. At age 23 I
learned what “resilience” meant and since then I value
everything that counst and does not remain. I have been able to
share my flat with my uncles. And my cousins. Even with my
grandparents. I’ve always felt wanted. Two years ago I got free. A
few months later I Learned that I had cancer.

Very active in social networks, she has
a charitable project in progress: Las
Chutegirls by AA Arcos. A platform to
support the breast cancer patients and
their environment.
The International Actor Sergi López is a
contributor to her campaign.
Memoir
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Annabel Arcos Cruz
Annabel Arcos Ruiz, born in Barcelona, has studied Englis and
French Philology. Lincensed in life, at the age of 23 she lost her
family in a traffic accident and it was thanks to the values that her
parents transmitted to her that she managed to ge ahead. When she
thought that nothing bad could happen to her again, she was
diagnosed with breast cancer.
The wisdom and resilience with which she faces this new blow in
her life is reflected in the pages of her first book.

CHILDREN’S

MIGUEL GALLARDO & VICTORIA BERMEJO

STORIES YOU CAN TELL
IN JUST 1 MINUTE
They are back. Mini stories for children and adults, told
with humor and sensibility by Victoria Bermejo and
illustrated by Miguel Gallardo.
Cuentos para contar en 1 minuto is a very important book. For
many reasons. First, it’s the time to recover the pleasure of
telling stories. Second, it includes literature capsules that
reflect our world with wit, humor and common sense.
Third, the stories are short because everybody knows that
nobody has the time to read. Fourth, hylarant. Fifth, these
authors are the best. Perfect for parents and children,
teenagers, CEOs, compulsive readers, teachers and aliens.

Children from 0 to 100
years old
Spanish
Pages:

220

«¡Fabulous! ¡Fantastic! It will revolution the scientific
community.»
Albert Einstein
«I red them once and I felt down.»
Monterroso’s dinosaur

Arpa, 2018

«A very intense experience.»
Usain Bolt
«Y’ve got nothing to say!»
Ludwig Wittgenstein

Bermejo & Gallardo
Victoria Bermejo is a writer and a scrutinizer. She has
published books, written scripts for television and cinema, has
worked in the world of comics. Miguel Gallardo is a
cartoonist, scriptwriter, illustrator and swimmer. His
illustrations have been published in La Vanguardia and The
New Yorker. He has won three prizes from the Saló del Còmic,
a Serra d'Or, three Apic prizes, a National Comic Award, a
Gràffica for all his career and a medal for attendance and
punctuality. Unlike Victoria, he believes life is pure curiosity.

ARO SAINZ DE LA MAZA
& JM HERNANDEZ RIPOLL

ALL THE TALES OF THE WORLD
Powerful bees, clever ogres and good monsters, girls
smarter than a fox or a rabbit, blind people who can see
everything very clear, poor men who are really very rich,
cheat traders and the best grannies in the world... This book
is an exciting journey through stories from around the
world. From Lebanon to Guatemala, from Tibet to Senegal,
from Tanzania to Portugal, it gives off a universal language
of fraternity, the value of the common good and respect for
difference.

Children from 0 to 100
years old
Spanish
Pages:
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Aro Sáinz de la Maza & J.M.
Hernández Ripoll
Aro Sáinz de la Maza is a Spanish writer. His novels Les
Musélés and Le bourreau de Gaudi have been very successful
in France and Spain. J.M. Hernández Ripoll is a writer
specialising in music and script author.

